
Reels turn and cauldron bubble, prepare for the bon�re of Boilin’ Pots! On every spin, there's a chance

for the reels' height to increase up to 7-high with each arrow symbol landing increasing the height by

1. Expanding the reels to a full 5x7 triggers a series of Wild Respins. At the beginning of a respin,

Stacked Wilds are added to every reel. 

Elsewhere in the witches’ brew, 3 scatters trigger a Rising Reels Bonus game, whilst 4 or 5 scatters

award the same game with an additional coin win. In the Bonus Game, if a coin win or a Jackpot

symbol land in the middle row, it is awarded. Jackpots can be won on reels 1, 3 and 5. The Bonus game

starts with 3 lives. Any win resets lives to 3; every spin without a win decreases the counter by 1.

Come uncover the mysteries of Boilin’ Pots!
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Promotions

Paylines

16,807

Default bet size

€2

Default bet range

€0.01 - €40

Default coin range

0.05 - 20

Default max multiplier

X 10,114
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Global release

MAY 26, 2022

RTP

96%

HIT Frequency

22.91%

Volatility

SUPER HIGH

Default Max win

€404,576



SUMMER SPLASH

20 May - 20 May

Towel? Check! Sunblock? Check! Shades? Check! Oh! And also, you’re

probably going to want to grab your passport too… 😏 This time, you

could be travelling a little bit further than the reels. Over 12 sun-

scorched days, get ready to soak up some summertime spinning on

your way to HUGE prizes in Summer Splash!  Feel the heat rise in this

sweltering season of slots, as this month, an incredible €10,000 trip to

Mauritius, Dubai or Amal� plus €60,000 in real money prizes is up for

grabs. We’ve got the deckchairs reserved. So, go ahead; take a dip. Get

a running start and dive head�rst into a pool of prizes!
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Key selling points

“Jackpot” wins

Potential high win

Target demographic

Players who like free spins/respins/jackpots

Could be the jackpot games player base
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Game features

Bonus Game with huge wins!

Landing 3 or more Bonus Game Symbols

allows you to enter the Bonus Game. For

landing 4 and 5 Bonus Game Symbols , bonus

game is the same, but an additional coin prize

is awarded: for landing 4 Bonus Game

Symbols the player additionally awarded with

10xBet and for landing 5 Bonus Game Symbols

the player additionally awarded with 100xBet.

Bonus Game is played on a separate board.

There is only 1 paying line, and each token

landed on it, represent some win. Game start

with 3 lives. Each time there is no new win

during the particular spin, number of lives is

decreased. Each time there is any win, number

of lives is set back to 3. Game ends when

number of lives reach 0. The Bonus Game
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could not end with win less than 5 x Bet. If the

player looses all lives and still won less than 5 x

Bet the Bonus Game should be continued

until the win is higher or equal 5 x Bet.

Stacked Wilds Respins

Expanding the reel's height to 5*7 will trigger

the Wild Respins and it lasts until landing the

non winning combination. It is possible to

stack Wild symbols on top of each other

during the Wild Respins.
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Base game Random Reels

Every spin, there's a chance for reels' height to

increase up to 7-high. Each arrow symbol

landing increases the height of the reel by + 1

Row With every row added, the machine

background is changing (the pot size is

changed to accomodate the new row of

symbols + zoom out effetc on machine and

background)
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Game rules

Welcome to Boilin’ Pots video slot with a bonus game, wild respins and expanding reels!

ABOUT THE GAME

Boilin’ Pots is a video slot with 5 reels and up to 16,807 ways. The game has 10 regular symbols that

pay out when 3+ land on 3+ adjacent reels from the leftmost reel. There is a wild symbol that

substitutes for all regular symbols. There is an arrow symbol that increases the height of the reels

(up to 7 high) and a bonus symbol that triggers the bonus game. Bonus and wild symbols may

land on any reel.

Expanding Reels

Each arrow symbol that lands on the reels increases the reels’ height by 1 row, up to 7 high. If one

arrow symbol lands on the reels, it creates a row and if on the newly added row there is another

arrow symbol, one more row is added. The arrow symbol does not appear on 5×7 reels (maximum

reel height). The arrow symbol does not appear in the bonus game.

Wild Respins

Land 4 arrow symbols in a spin to trigger a wild respin. Respins can continue as long as the player

lands winning combinations. Respins have stacked wilds on the reel set. Stacked symbols may

consist of up to 3 symbols.
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Bonus Game

Landing 3 bonus symbols in the base game triggers the Bonus game. Landing 4 bonus symbols

awards the bonus game and a 10x cash prize. Landing 5 Bonus symbols (the maximum) awards

the bonus game and a 100x cash prize.

The bonus game is played on a board with one payout line. When a symbol lands on the line, it

awards a prize. The game starts with 3 lives. 1 life is lost each time the player gets no symbol on the

winning line. Any win resets the life total to 3. The game ends when the player has no more lives.

These are the available prizes:

Cash win : x1, x2, x3, x5, x10, x25 and x50

Big Win: x100, x200, x500, x1000 and x5000

GAME PANEL

Spin Button – Places the bet and spins the reels.

Bet Level – Increases or decreases the current bet.

Bet – Displays the current bet.

Max Bet – Sets the bet to the largest available. Pressing the button a second time returns it to its

original state. (Not available in all markets)

Win – Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.

Balance – Displays the player’s account balance.

If your operator allows coins, then bet level will be coin value and you will be able to toggle
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between coins and cash by pressing on the balance, bet or coin value �eld.

Some features and options may not be available in your jurisdiction.

GAME OPTIONS

Click the options icon to expand or collapse the options tray.

Pay Table – Find how much each symbol pays out and explanations of the game features. The

paytable is dynamic.

Game Settings – Displays the settings panel.

Game History – If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay your

last 10 game rounds.

Game Rules – Opens the rules of the game.

Sound – Turns the sounds on or off.

Full Screen – Turns on and off full screen mode. (Desktop Only)

Some features and options may not be available in your jurisdiction.

HOW TO CALCULATE WINS WITH WAYS

To calculate the total Ways win, add all the symbol wins together.

To calculate a single symbol win, count the number of consecutive reels that contain the symbol,

starting from the left.

If the number of consecutive reels containing the symbol is 3 or greater counting from the left, �nd

the corresponding win amount in the dynamic paytable.
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If any of the reels contain more than 1 instance of the symbols, the win will be multiplied. Multiply

the number of symbols on each of the reels to get the �nal multiplier. For example: if the �rst reel

contain 2 symbols, the second reel has 3 symbols and the third reel has 2 symbols, the total

multiplier is counted as follows: 2*3*2=12 (total multiplier).

The above doesn’t include any Bonus symbols which pay scattered.

Way Wins are summed together after the spin.

RETURN TO PLAYER

The expected payback re�ects the theoretical return across a very large number of spins by

numerous players over an extended period of time.

The overall theoretical return to player is 96 % .

The expected payback re�ects the theoretical return across a very large number of spins by

numerous players over an extended period of time.

RANDOMIZATION

The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random

number generator. For more information, visit http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us
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Payout

High symbols

5 - €20

4 - €8

3 - €4

5 - €8

4 - €4

3 - €2

5 - €6

4 - €3

3 - €1.40

5 - €3

4 - €1.4

3 - €1

5 - €3

4 - €1.4

3 - €1

Low symbols

5 - €1

4 - €0.60

3 - €0.40

5 - €1

4 - €0.60

3 - €0.40

5 - €1

4 - €0.60

3 - €0.40
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5 - €1

4 - €0.60

3 - €0.40

5 - €1

4 - €0.60

3 - €0.40
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Menu - Opens menu with paytables, game rules, options, bet, and autoplay options.A -

Balance - Displays the player's account balance. B -

Cash Bet - Displays current cash bet; click or tap to change bet size.C -

Win Field - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.D -

Turbo Mode - Turns turbo play mode on / offE -
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Options Panel

Autoplay - You can make the game play without pressing the spin button every time. Choose

the number of rounds to auto play by pressing the autoplay button. You can choose additional

conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some game client

versions prevents you from losing above set limit during autoplay session. To stop autoplay

manually, press the autoplay button.

F -

Spin Button - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into

the Stop Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

G -

Volume Icon - Volume control / muteH -
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Expand this image

Paytable - Opens PaytableA -

Game Rules - Opens the rules of the game.B -

Settings - Change the game speed, sound volume, and other settings.C -

Game History - If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay

your last 10 game rounds.

D -
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Auto Spin - You can make the game play without pressing the spin button every time. Choose

the number of rounds to auto play by pressing the autoplay button. You can choose additional

conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some game client

versions prevents you from losing above set limit during autoplay session. To stop autoplay

manually, press the autoplay button.

E -

Cash Bet - Choose cash bet size for gameF -

Home - If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, returns player to lobby.G -
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Additional information

If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game

after interruption. After that time, any winnings from an interrupted game will be added to your

account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance immediately.

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the support team of

your gaming website.

In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts

are rendered void and all affected bets are refunded.

This is game rules version 1, dated 15/05 2022. To make available any previous version, please use the

contact form at http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/contact

All dates and times are shown in Central European Time (CET).
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